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Utilities witnessing a high penetration of distributed energy resources (DERs) installations in distribution systems and at the edge of
residential, commercial, and industrial customers. High integration of DERs poses network operational challenges and electric utilities
are looking for additional value from DER’s alternate services including VAR support, loss minimization, peak demand reduction. While
achieving these services, the distribution network may experience voltage violations in lengthy feeders at the far-end customer nodes.
To overcome these issues, MIT, WVU, and WSU developed volt-var control (VVC) schemes such as distributed, centralized, and local
algorithms. All the VVC schemes have been validated on the same AVISTA system under defined case scenarios to provide a
common benchmark for comparison. This is the first attempt to transform research-driven technology into possibly a field-adaptable
approach from the UI-ASSIST project. This talk covers insights into each VVC scheme's benefits, implementation steps, and resource
dependencies, looking at AVISTA system requirements and analyzing possible worst scenarios in the future.
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